This essay reads Philip Larkin's letters to his lifelong companion, Monica Jones, in order to present an alternative to the 'easy misogynist' and 'crusty' Tory caricatured and condemned by critics for more than two decades. Exploring Larkin's textual construction of selfhood in these letters, the essay looks at the apolitical nature of the correspondence, its subtlygendered experience of the everyday, and its surprisingly subversive view of sex and sexuality. Anti-essentialist in his approach to gender, Larkin projects a feminine, almost lesbian sensibility. However, by adopting a text-centred approach to the correspondence, this essay also highlights the way in which Larkin's constructed persona obscures and concealsagainst the grain of the critical response so far, which has privileged the letters as exceptional in their vulnerability and revealing intimacy.
Introduction
The first time Monica Jones clapped eyes on Philip Larkin -she was a lecturer in English at University College, Leicester, he had just taken up a post there as sub-librarian -she whispered to a colleague that 'He looks like a snorer'.
1 It was, as Andrew Motion points out, identity', and the independent 'textuality' of letters. 7 Nonetheless, this methodology -the letter as a repository of historical and biographical data -has become a scholarly convention, and the basis for many a work of historical or literary study. Larkin scholarship has been no different. When the Selected Letters appeared, seven years after Larkin's death, a number of critics saw the tome as finally unveiling that hitherto secretive Hermit of Hull -and promptly excoriated him. 8 In his deprecatory missive to the TLS, Paulin described the volume as 'a distressing and in many ways revolting compilation which imperfectly reveals and conceals the sewer under the national monument Larkin became', 9 whilst Lisa Jardine labelled Larkin as 'a casual, habitual racist, and an easy misogynist' -before boasting that 'Actually, we don't tend to teach Larkin much now in my Department of English'.
10
When Letters to Monica was published in 2010, the response was not the same in tone, but the approach was. William Boyd found 'a compelling authenticity and almost vulnerability';
David Sexton called them 'the most intimate letters of a major poet'; whilst John Carey was delighted with how they 'reveal the life and personality more intimately than ever before' (all italicisations are my own). The chief problem with this letters-as-soul-portals philosophy is its naivety about the way in which epistolary identities are textually constructed. These critics seem to believe that the singular essence of 'Larkin-ness' can be inked from left to right across the page, and stuffed into a red post-box. Instead -like novels and poems -the identity of a letter's narrator is constructed and performed by textual means. This does not make the identity false, like a mask, but rather constitutive of a person (no matter how many 7 Amanda Gilroy and W. M. Verhoeven, 'Introduction', Correspondences, special issue of Prose Studies, 19.2 (August 1996) : pp. 121-6. 8 Larkin, Selected Letters of Philip Larkin, 1940 -1985 , ed. Anthony Thwaite (London: Faber and Faber, 1992 . 9 Paulin, letter, p. 15.
10 Lisa Jardine, 'Saxon Violence', Observer, section 2, 8 December 1992, p. 4.
LARKIN'S LETTERS TO MONICA JONES 5 identities they construct); in this sense, we can still learn from the letters, but should avoid the naïve reading practice that sees a person's 'true' or 'real' essence directly splattered onto their notepaper.
In this essay, then, I apply a text-centred (rather than author-centred) approach to Larkin's lifelong correspondence with Monica Jones. An author-centred approach privileges the biographical value of a correspondence. The text-centred approach primarily rejects biographicalism, instead recognising the identity of a letter-writer as constituted by the act of writing itself. In doing so, more attention is paid to the literary qualities of a correspondence, including the ways in which citation and intertextuality -so subtle yet extensive in Larkin's correspondences -affect the identity projected and our interpretation of it. Thwaite's sparse footnoting has, unfortunately, allowed the high level of citationality in Larkin's letters to go under the radar. James T. Boulton, editor of D. H. Lawrence's letters, has described how 'an editor can easily falsify the Lawrence identity' if s/he is not sensitive to 'the network of literary references and allusions which supply the essential tone and character of the passage '. 11 He argues that alertness to this network allows Lawrence's 'underestimated'
humour and learning to emerge. James Booth has remarked that Larkin's reading 'was as wide and deep as Eliot's'; perhaps, then, Larkin's letters need Boultonising.
12
Peter Childs points out that 'while letters are often to biographers what novels and poems are to critics, they have idiosyncratic textual effects that also should be attended to'. Essays, 1980 -1996 (London: Faber and Faber, 1996 18 Larkin's epistolary textuality, which so far has not dared to speak its name, must now be dragged from the closet.
Rather than read these letters as the revealingly intimate love letters of a private man, then, I have attended to their textual qualities and idiosyncrasies; in doing so, I find a version of Larkin much more subversive and surprising than that identified by critics since the publication of the Selected Letters more than two decades ago, and since the more recent publication of Letters to Monica. In particular, the presence of a progressive gender and sexual politics is yet to be noted by scholars working in and on the margins of Larkin studies.
The correspondence therefore provides an alternative Larkin to the one publicly flogged by critics like Paulin and Jardine.
Acting a Different Part
Larkin's discussions of his own work often adopted the direct but unsophisticated hermeneutics being critiqued in this essay: 'The Whitsun Weddings', a journey prompted by a rail trip from Hull to London, 'was just the transcription of a very happy afternoon.
[…] [It] was just there to be written down'. 19 Although we now know this to be untrue, the majority of critics have taken Larkin at his word. 20 When it comes to reading other authors, howeverparticularly their (auto-)biographies and letters -Larkin's subtle, complex, and incisive thinking has been much underestimated. projected identity is that of sweet and gentle femininity, a femininity which takes pleasure in the domestic and the natural (heating milk, drying stockings, amidst floral patterns, etc.). In his speculative description of her sitting on the floor in her gown, reading from the Oxford Book of Victorian Verse, she could almost be the subject of a sentimental poem from that anthology. As this essay will show, this portrait which Larkin paints will be extremely influential, dialogically, in terms of his own sense of selfhood projected within the correspondence.
Larkin makes repeated comments about personae; he tells Jones in one letter 'You are nicer than you seem to want to let anyone know: I suppose I mean I prefer you to your persona (in the Jungian sense) but fortunately there is more Monica than that ' (22 February 1951) . His analysis asserts that there is much more to Jones than that which she carefully presents to the world. When such an analysis is turned on himself, the results are much the same. Apologising for keeping Jones apart from his friends, he confesses it was because 'I acted a different part with them from my behaviour with you, and since I couldn't do both at once it was well not to try' -the theatrical language pointing to the very idea of a performed selfhood which I am describing (3 May 1955).
Larkin is well aware of his own persona, both public and private. 27 In short, what we have already is a series of passages -straight from the horse's mouth -which more or less directly confirms the concept of identity as constructed, performed, and plural. This is a useful starting point.
Apolitical Larkin
So what selfhood(s) does Larkin construct here? Which particular discourse(s) does he employ in his 30-odd years of correspondence with Jones? Given the posthumous uproar about Larkin's politics -at best seen as a 'crusty Toryism', 28 at worst as 'quasi-fascist' -one almost feels obliged to discuss this matter. If one were to attempt to establish Larkin the man's politics (which this essay does not), then his letters to Jones would provide an important qualification to those charges. There are, it must be said, plenty of obscenities and offences. In one of his countless rants about noisy neighbours, Larkin tells Jones 'The swine above me is not one swine but two, & they are not dirty Irish micks but a filthy gum-chewing The above examples demonstrate well how much of the Larkin persona of this correspondence was invested in a kind of 'old maid', or 'spinster', cultural type. One wonders how many men in this period were darning socks, buying flannel and pink toilet paper, let alone writing to their lovers about it. Larkin's own construction of Jones as a kind of Neo-Victorian 'old dear', discussed earlier, seems to have had a powerful influence on his imagination, and it is a similar persona which is reciprocated in the projection of his own identity. It is interesting to note that the denunciations of Larkin, post-Selected Letters, often rounded upon the poet's apparent masculinity (such as Jardine's 'easy misogynist' charge).
That edition -nearly 800 pages in total -contained just thirteen extracts from Larkin's letters with Jones: 'we are both shy, withdrawn, anti-social, anti-sex (you hate "woman-ish"
behaviour & I hate "mannish" behaviour) ' (11 January 1957) . building from this correspondence, as more of a spinsterish old maid than a virile man, one whose feminine sensibilities put him in sympathy with the remarkably similar Jones -more of a woman-to-woman dialogue than a heterosexual encounter. Here, Larkin seems to verbally emasculate himself, confessing to a total lack of desire to inhabit the normative masculine role of (as he sees it) imposing and inflicting, by sex and/or marriage. His characterisation of this condition as one of 'lack' effectively renders him a eunuch -defined by what he does not possess. The alternative identity he constructs is that of a loving but radically de-sexualised partner, who might as well be another woman. In his recent biography of Larkin, Booth picks out this letter for discussion, describing the remark as bizarre, and suggesting that, 'On another interpretation, these subtle wrangles show that they were perfectly matched. Both had sex in the head, and they were involved in an absorbing erotic agon which neither would have wished to end'. 37 But in this letter and countless others, Larkin is keenly aware that theirs is not a conventional heterosexual relationship, and that he is not a paragon of masculinity, no more of a shag-happy authority figure than she was. And it was by writing about pink toilet paper, bunnies, and sexual failure, that Larkin constituted this identity. In the catalogue of possible 'Larkins', the performance of a particular version of lesbian femininity is a highly significant one under-explored within Larkin studies.
There event. 41 In The Post Card, he challenges Lacan's statement that a letter always arrives at its destination. For Derrida, the possibility that a letter might not arrive at its destination -it may be lost in the post, or sent to the wrong address -is a possibility inherent to its structure:
Not that the letter never arrives at its destination, but it belongs to the structure of the letter to be capable, always, of not arriving. pretty Nymph"): Parting: a sonnet sequence ("we did not say goodbye: shunting, the trains")'
(1 November 1950). As a parody of eighteenth-and nineteenth-century verse, this is highly amusing; of Larkin's own work, it reveals almost nothing. we are now, but I'm rather like Sir John at the beginning of The Crooked Hinge, not knowing whether he is an impostor or not ' (29 April 1964) . A reference to John Dickson Carr's 1938 murder mystery novel, one notes that such novels typically move towards knowledge and resolution, whereas Larkin's comments here do the opposite: is he an impostor or not? Why can't he be more open? And in another letter, he suggests that the world of small and furry critters which he and Jones created and sustained throughout their correspondence (through nicknames like 'bun', doodles of rabbits and hedgehogs, the recurring character of Dr G. F.
Pussy) is simply an excuse to avoid dealing with reality: 'I grow stiff and silent, & never move off the ground of rabbithood, which is all very well but which prevents discussion of the real situation, don't you think? ' (27 April 1955) . As is usually the case with Larkin, he puts it best himself when he describes 'this almost-Russian verbiage, probably nothing but funk' -a succinct summary of vast quantities of his letters to Jones.
What these examples show is that, in many ways, this was a fraught relationship, complicated and damaged, of course, by his infidelities, his being tied to his mother's apron strings, and the to-and-fro of his many implied and quickly retracted marriage proposals.
From the earliest stages of the correspondence until the end, Larkin seems terrified of giving too much away, of revealing his hand, and the result is decades of obfuscating letters, of smoke and mirrors, and muddied waters. The idea that we now have intimate access to the poet's mind and soul ignores the hundreds of pages -now in print -of going nowhere fast.
45
The portrait I have painted here adds to an ever-swelling list of 'Larkins', but does not present itself as somehow revealing 'the true Larkin'. One could select any of Larkin's major correspondences, and find a different selfhood constituted therein: the caring, almost-lesbian spinster of this one is distinct from the courtly lover who wrote to Maeve Brennan, the 
